Iris recognition system is an accurate biometric system. In recent years, iris recognition is developed to several active areas of research, such as; Image Acquisition, restoration, quality assessment, image compression, segmentation, noise reduction, normalization, feature extraction, iris code matching, searching large database, applications, evaluation, performance under varying condition and multibiometrics. This paper reviews a background of iris recognition and literature of recent proposed methods in different fields of iris recognition system from 2007 to 2015.
INTRODUCTION
Among all physical biometrics, iris biometric systems are highly secure biometric systems that work at a low false acceptance rate (FAR) [1] . Applications of iris biometrics technology include: identification cards and passports, border control and other government programs, prison security, database access and computer login, schools, aviation security, hospital security, controlling access to restricted areas, entering to buildings and houses [2] . The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) used iris recognition for Afghan refugees [3] . Iris recognition is used in jails for the recognition of prisoners. Airports in U.K. United State [4] , Canada [5] , United Arab Emirates [6] , and Singapore, Germany, and the Netherlands all use iris recognition at their boarders and immigration control [7, 8] .
Iris biometrics have a number of benefits which are briefly mentioned below:
1. Stability over time -which means that the iris pattern does not change over time compared to other biometrics. Glasses, contact lenses, and even eye surgery does not corrupt the appearance and characteristics of the iris patterns [9] [10] [11] . Voice may change by aging or illness; fingerprint may not work for those individuals with no or few minutia points (e.g. this may be the case for surgeons as they often wash their hands with strong detergents, builders, and people with special skin conditions). In addition, finger ridge patterns can be affected by cuts, dirt, or tear. Finally, 5 . Contactless, hygienic [2, 14, [18] [19] [20] -One of the advantages of iris recognition is being contactless. Comparing with fingerprint recognition which it is necessary to touch the finger print device, the iris recognition camera takes the image of eye from distance. In fingerprint biometric system which requires the individual to touch or contact the recognition device, the probability of diseases contagion is high. Due to iris recognition is contactless, the probability of diseases contagion is low, and therefore, iris recognition is known as a hygienic biometric system. 6. High speed and low recognition rate, Capable of 1:N (identification) and 1:1 (verification) matching [15, 21] .
The contents of this paper are outlined as follows: section two provides a survey of proposed iris recognition systems, section three reviews the proposed methods in iris segmentation, noise reduction and normalization. Section four presents the literature of feature extraction and encoding and iris code matching. Section five presents a literature of methods in image acquisition, restoration quality assessment and image compression. Section six focuses on iris recognition and multibiometrics. Section seven reviews the proposed iris recognition methods in application and hardware implementation. The last section is devoted to the conclusion.
IRIS RECOGNITION SYSTEM
From 1992 to 1994, John Daugman proposed a first prototype of an iris recognition system in details [22, 23] . Currently, Daugman's system is used in most commercial iris recognition systems. Daugman's iris system included several stages such as iris segmentation, normalization, feature encoding and iris code matching. In 1994, Wildes et al. designed and implemented an automated iris recognition system; he localized iris region using histogram processing, and then filtered the image with the isotropic band pass filters [24] . Later in 1996 Wildes et al proposed a machine vision system for iris recognition [25] . In 1997, Wildes proposed an iris recognition system using a diffuse light source [26] .
Wildes extracted the boundaries of iris using canny edge detection followed by circular Hough transform function. He produced the templates using Laplacian of Gaussian filter at multiple scale, and in matching stage, he computed the correlation. In 1998, Boles and Boashash proposed an iris recognition system for identification by using iris images and their wavelet transform. They calculated the zero-crossings of wavelet transform for different resolution steps, and then the 1D signals were the result. The matching was obtained by considering two dissimilarity functions between the iris image and iris template [27] .
In 2000, Zhu et al. presented an iris recognition system for identification mode based on iris patterns and pattern recognition [28] . The system had the global feature extraction, done by applying the multi-channel Gabor filter and wavelet transform. Due to the fact that this system extracted the global features, it was less sensitive to noise. In 2001, El-Bakry et al. proposed the fast iris recognition system by using modular neural networks [29] . Lim et al. published the system algorithm titled, "Efficient Iris Recognition through Improvement of Feature Vector and Classifier". The segmentation, normalization and feature encoding was the same as the Daugman method. In the matching stage, two learning methods such as a weight vector initialization and the winner selection for learning vector quantization (LVQ) was used to classify the feature vectors. This system covered the identification and verification of individuals [30] .
In 2002, Ma L. et al. employed circular symmetric filters (CFS) for iris recognition. CFS was a variation of the Gabor wavelet [31] . The Modulation was done by using a circular symmetric sinusoidal function. The boundaries were extracted using edge detection and Hough transform. In this system, it was directed at the fact that center point coordinate of the iris and pupil was usually not the same. Sanchez-Avila et al. used dyadic wavelet transform [32] . For classification and verification, they compared the results for Euclidean distance, Hamming distance and the direct distance using zero-crossing, and they concluded that Hamming distance had better results. Also Liam et al. obtained an iris recognition system by using self-organizing neural network [33] .
In 2003, Ma et al. enhanced the method of Wildes and proposed an iris recognition system for personal identification mode [34] . In the iris segmentation stage, before applying edge detection and Hough transform, they estimated the pupil center position. Therefore, the system worked faster and needed less computation processing. They concentrated on two regions in the iris that were not corrupted by eyelash and motion blur and defined a bank of spatial filters for feature extraction.
In 2004, Daugman used a near-infrared camera for acquisition of an iris image [17] . Advantages of this work were that light illumination of environment could be controlled, and patterns of dark irises were visible with details. The iris recognition systems proposed by Daugman [22, 23, 35] and Wildes [36] were designed for both identification and verification mode but the rest were proposed for identification.
Boles and Boashash used 1D signals while Daugman and Wildes worked on 2D images. In Daugman's iris recognition system, the Gaussian filter was used for segmentation. The Gaussian filter has smoothing effect; therefore, this system was sensitive to light illumination and reflections. An argument against system proposed by Wildes is thresholding. Measuring the threshold values make this system very time consuming and therefore computationally expensive [17] .
In 2005 Monro, D.M. and Zhang, Z. described a method for reducing the complexity of iris coding and matching. They captured the local frequency variation. They divided the normalized images into rectangular fragments called patches. Then they optimized the performance of system by changing the length, width, angle and position of the patches named patch coding [37] . Later, they used 1D Zero crossings of 1D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [38] .
In 2006, Liu and Xie worked on the feature extraction stage. In the second level wavelet decomposition of normalized iris image, they chose only the approximation wavelet coefficients. Then, they applied direct linear discriminant analysis (DLDA). Comparing it with related works such as principle component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA), they proved that DLDA method resulted in lower EER [39] . Schuckers et al. applied Integro-differential operator and angular deformation model for extracted an iris region. They extracted the features using Independent component Analysis and Biorthogonal wavelets [40] . Table 1 and 2 provide the comparison of algorithms and the evaluations of proposed iris recognition systems. Table 1 Comparison of iris recognition methods Table 2 Comparison of performance evaluations of method
Method
Performance Evaluation [22, 35] Good recognition rate and provides a faster iris/pupil detection process on ideal iris images, not working on non-ideal images [18] Gaze deviation has been estimated, low time complexity [26] Matching process is time consuming. It may be suitable for identification phase not for recognition, not suitable for implementation [41] Relatively low recognition rate, faster matching process but high EER, simple 1D feature vector [34] Relatively slow feature extraction process [42] local features are used for recognition [39] Hough transform [40] Improved performance on non-ideal dataset [37] Relatively lower recognition rate on complex dataset [38] Faster feature extraction process, Higher recognition rates and lower EER point. They computed the image gradient in a circular direction from the starting point. The average of the highest gradients shaped the boundaries of iris region [40] . Pundlik et al. presented a labeling method for iris segmentation. They labeled each pixel as either "eyelash" or "non-eyelash". They found intensity variation of each pixel using gradient covariance matrix. They determined a probability of each pixel with neighboring pixels. They used graph-cuts and an alpha beta swap graph-cut to assign eyelash, pupil, iris or background [41] . Schuckers et al. presented two approaches to transform an off-angle image into an equivalent frontal image. The first approach was proposed based on pitch and yaw pair. By using the pitch and yaw that shaped maximum radially away from pupil, they transformed the off-angle iris to the frontal image. The second approach was presented based on the relationship between 3-D iris points and 2-D projected points. By obtaining this relationship, the 2-D off-angle image was transformed to the frontal image. The test of the off-angle image had 0 to 30 degrees [39] .
IRIS SEGMENTATION, NOISE REDUCTION AND NORMALIZATION
Zhou et al. improved Daugman's algorithm in order to locate the iris boundaries using an improved snake model and vector field convolution (VFC); one result of this method was that the inner boundary of iris was more accurate [42] . Moghadam et al. reduced the localization error by applying feedforward neural network (FFNN). They reduced neural network errors by designing one neural network for each output neuron and applying a cascaded feedforward neural network (CFFNN) [43] .
Li and Savvides detected valid and invalid iris regions based on probabilistic distributions of the extracted Gabor features using Gaussian mixture models [44] . Later they estimated iris occlusion based on a high-dimensional density estimation [45] . Tan and Kumar found Zernike moments around pixels and classified the iris and non-iris regions using SVM classifiers. They extracted iris boundaries using parametric curves [46] . Karakaya et al. improved the edge detection method for off-angle iris images. First, they applied canny edge detector in order to collect edges from the iris boundaries, which also collected eyelash, eyelids, and iris texture edges. They classified the edges points and randomly generated subsets of iris and pupil edge points. They fitted ellipses with similar parameters for each subset of the edge points by using the least square ellipse fitting method [47] . Radman et al. proposed eyelid detection in order to improve iris segmentation. They utilized live-wire technique to detect eyelid boundaries by using the intersection points between the eyelid and outer iris boundaries. Since live-wire technique is sensitive to noise, a noise reduction procedure should be applied before iris segmentation [48] .
Uhl and Wild improved the speed of traditional Hough transforms by applying weighted adaptive Hough transforms in order to locate the center of concentric circular boundaries based on gradient magnitude and orientation [49] . Tang and Weng applied a SVM classifier in order to detect limbic boundary using gradient and shape features [50] . Li et al. classified boundary detection into left/right pupillary boundary and left/right limbic boundary detection. They learned the class-specific boundary detectors by applying Adaboost [50] .
Yadav et al. detected some obstacles such as textures-contact lenses which completely occlude whole iris region [51] . If the iris image is completely occluded, the image is disqualified for iris recognition. Also, the quality of an iris image can be degraded by the motion of the eye. This type of image is called motion-blurred iris image [52] . Nigam classified iris image based on the quality of image [53] .Some methods have been proposed for degraded images and compression [54, 55] . Dehkordi and Abu-Bakar detected noise region using multiple thresholding and filled the noise pixels with the iris pattern region's average value [56] . Later they proposed an adaptive fuzzy switching filter (AFSNR) for iris noise reduction [97] .
Karn et al. proposed a method to reject disqualified images. They decomposed the image into a sparse error matrix and the low-rank matrix. They determined an index to validate the iris recognition. If the determined index exceeded the threshold value, the system rejects the image [58] . Bazama and Hassan proposed a hybrid filter consisting of the cellular automata (CA) filter and standard median filter [59] . Joshi et al. proposed an eyelid detection method based on least square and curve fitting model [60] . Si et al. used directional filter to classify and detect the eyelash texture [61] . Miyazawa et al. proposed an algorithm with fewer parameters compared to Daugman's method. They extracted the unoccluded iris region in template image and enrolled image. Then they applied the discrete Fourier Transform followed by Phase Only Correlation function (POC). Using the POD function, they compared the phase component of both unoccluded regions. They filtered high-frequency noise by using band-limited POC. Two parameters in their proposed method gave the effective horizontal bandwidth and the effective vertical bandwidth [96] . Bodade and Talbar used 2D Dual Trace Complex Wavelet Transform (CWT). Compared to Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT), 2D Dual Trace Rotated CWT extracted more features and provided shift invariance [64] . Some works presented methods for the improvement of iris code matching. Ring and Bowyer removed the local texture distortion. They avoided match comparisons within a local window with high fractional Hamming distance [65] .
FEATURE EXTRACTION, FEATURE ENCODING AND MATCHING
In another approach, Hollingsworth et al. masked fragile bits having complex coefficient with real part close to 0. Also, if the imaginary part of complex coefficient was close to 0, they masked that bit. The threshold value for masking was 25% of complex numbers closest to 0 [66] . Barzegar et al. reported that for applying method proposed by [66] to the CASIA V3.0 threshold of 35% gave the best results [67] . Dozer et al. masked trained fragile bits. For creating a mask of fragile bits for each subject, they trained a set of 10 images [68, 69] . Thainimit et al. introduced the physiology of iris and described the problem of iris surface deformation and normalization. They emphasized that an in-depth investigation on iris surface deformation would result in more reliable iris recognition [70] .
To extract the features of low quality image in uncontrolled conditions several iris texture representations have been introduced. Lin et al. proposed a hybrid texture representation method consisting of conformal geometric algebra (CGA) and Markov random field (MRF) [71] . Da Costa and Gonzaga [72] concentrated on dynamic features in order to collect the properties of iris images under NIR and visible-light illuminations, whereas Zhang et al. used advanced image-based correlation and global features [73] .
Zhang et al. fused the band-pass geometric features and low-pass ordinal features to solve the problem of pupillary deformation [74] . Zhang et al. used Daisy features and key-point selection for matching the deformed iris pattern [75] . Xiao et al. used the coupled feature selection method for crosssensor iris recognition. They solved the formulation using l21 regularization and a half quadratic optimization [76] . Pillai et al. applied a kernel learning method for sensor adaption. As a result of this method, the intra-class distance was reduced and inter-class distance of cross-sensor comparisons was increased [77] . Omelina et al. proposed a feature extraction method based on optimized convolution kernels with a simulated annealing algorithm [78] .
ACQUISITION, RESTORATION, QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND IMAGE COMPRESSION
He et al. presented a cheap cost camera for iris recognition. They chose CCD camera because CCD cameras are cheaper than CMOS commercial cameras, while these CCD cameras capture iris image with good quality. The proposed camera has a CCD sensor with resolution of 0.48 million pixels, fixed focus lens at 250 mm and 700 and 900 nm NIR-pass filters [19] .
Kang and Park presented a method to restore blurry iris images in real time. They estimated the parameters of PSF based on information of camera optics. Based on these parameters, they restored the probe image. The proposed system had 0.37% equal error rate (EER). The operable depth of camera was increased from 22 mm to 50 mm [79] .
Kalka et al. used different factors in quality metric for the iris image. They used present occlusion, defocus, gaze deviation, and amount of light reflection. The test of defocus was on bottom half of eye. They estimated the gaze direction using circularity of the pupil. They rotated the off-angle image using projective transformation. Kalka et al. demonstrated that the ICE data base contains more defocused images, while the CASIA data base contains more occluded images and WVU database contains more lighting variation than other databases [80] . Zhang et al. extended the depth of field of an iris imaging system using light field cameras [81] .
MULTIBIOMETRICS
Lin et al. applied a posterior union model (PUM) to provide face-iris multibiometrics. The XM2VTS or AR face database and CASIA iris database were used in this work. They divided the normalized face image into 16 regions and the iris region into 4 parts [82] . Gan and Liu proposed a method based on a discrete wavelet transform and a kernel Fisher discriminant analysis using ORL face database and CASIA V1 iris database [83] . Wang et al. presented iris-face fusion method at the feature level using complex feature vector of iris and face feature vectors. Then, they applied complex Fisher discriminate analysis to increase the betweenclass scatter using CASIA V1 iris database and ORL and Yale face databases [84] . Kim et al. implemented a multimodal biometric system based on face and both irises fusion using a support vector machine [85] .
APPLICATION AND HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Garg et al. used iris recognition to identify the people who use hand gestures control devices [86] . Leonard et al. provided fingerprint, iris, retina, and DNA ("FIRD") recognition to identify patients [87] . Wang et al. proposed an application to recognize the large animals from the farm to the slaughterhouse for food chain safety using Daugman's method [88] . Dutta et al. proposed a watermarking method; they embedded an iris code in an audio file as identity of ownership of the audio file [89, 90] . Liu-Jimenez et al. [91] implemented iris biometric algorithms on FPGAs. Vandal and Savvides used parallelized iris matching for processing on graphics processing units of state-ofthe-art single-core CPUs and as results the system was 14 times faster [92] .
Kim and Youn developed a smartphone-based pupillometer, a device to measure the diameter of the pupil of the eye. They used both white and infrared LEDs and a 3M pixel camera [93] . Sun et al. presented a literature review of three kinds of applications, i.e. iris aliveness detection, human race classification and coarse iris classification [94] . McCloskey et al. used a fluttering shutter technique to solve problem of motion blur [95] .
CONCLUSION
This paper provides literature review of iris in several active areas of research, such as; image acquisition, restoration, quality assessment, image compression, segmentation, noise reduction, normalization, feature extraction, feature encoding, iris code matching, searching large database, applications, evaluation, performance under varying condition and multibiometrics. Iris recognition is a reliable biometric system and currently it is used in several real time user applications such as ATM machines, prisoner authentication, banking, border controls, and airport.
